Automation of yeast two-hybrid screening.
We have developed an automated format for screening yeast two-hybrid libraries for protein-protein interactions. The format consists of a liquid array in which pooled library subsets of yeast, expressing up to 1000 different cDNAs, are mated to a yeast strain of the opposite mating type, expressing a protein of interest. Interactors are detected by a liquid assay for beta-galacsidase following prototrophic selection. The method is demonstrated by the detection of interactions between two encoded yeast RNA polymerase subunits in simulated libraries of varied complexity. To demonstrate its utility for large scale screening of complex cDNA libraries, two nuclear receptor ligand-binding domains were screened through two cDNA libraries arrayed in pooled subsets. Screening these libraries yielded clones which had previously been identified in traditional yeast two hybrid screens, as well as several new putative interacting proteins. The formatting of the cDNA library into pooled subsets lends itself to functional subtraction of the promiscuous positive class of interactor from the library. Also, the liquid arrayed format enables electronic handling of the data derived from interaction screening, which, together with the automated handling of samples, should promote large-scale proteome analysis.